


Cultural Intelligence
And

Intercultural Differences



Cultural Intelligence 
GWLN as Cross-Cultural 

movement 



Do you think it is important? 



Little Pilot https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpoRVyfAOkE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpoRVyfAOkE


How do we define culture?





Awareness

Subconscious



C Achievements of art and
scholarship

c Everyday phenomena







The attitude of Openness is when you are open to initiate and
develop interactions with culturally different others. You
suspend judgment in valuing interactions with them.



The atitude of curiosity
means that you ask
complex questions about
other cultures. You can
articulate answers to these
questions that reflect
multiple cultural
perspectives.





Knowledge of cultural worlwide frameworks
demonstrates your sophisticated understanding of
the complexity of elements important to
members of another culture in relation to its
history, values, politics, communication styles,
economy, or beliefs and practices.



When you have the skills of non-verbal and
verbal communication, you can articulate a
complex understanding of cultural diferences
in verbal and nonverbal communication. You
skillfully negotiate a shared understanding
based on those differences.





Cultural Types







UNCOUNSCIOUS BIAS



Are you biased?

I do am!



Affinity Bias Attribution Bias



Beauty Bias

Conformity Bias



Confirmation Bias



So... what can we do about it? 

• In or out?



Take away

Cultural differences are:

•Not always noticed
•Different behavior can be interpreted negatively

The solution is:

•Have an open attitude
•Be prepared for differences
•Don’t interpret difference as something negative
•Look for what you have in common
•Start with the others perspective
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